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TWO SHARP-EDGE SUPERSONIC nU..ETS DESIGNED FOR 
ESSENTL4LLY EXTERNAL SUPERSONIC COMPPESSION 
By J ohn S . Dennard 
SUMMARY 
An investigation of two sharp-edge annuler inlets with conical 
central bodies has been conducted" at low airspeeds in the L~ngley 
propeller-research turu1el to obt ain preliminary information con-
cerning the surface-pressure, drag, and pre.s vre-recovery cnarac-
teristics of such inlets in the subsonic flight regime. Inlet A, 
which was des igned for supersonic flight Mach numbers between 1.0 
and 1 . 2, was essentially s"milar to the NACA transonic aiI' irlet 
described in NACA Research Memorandvnill Nos . L6J04 and L7A06 ex~ept 
that it had a sharp-edge inlet lip. Inlet B, which was designed 
for supersoni c flight Mach numbers up to about 3 .0, was representa-
ti va of the inlets described in NACA Research Memorandum No . L6.!31. 
Surface-pressure measurements and surveys of the pr6ssures in t he 
internal and external flow were obt~ined at angles of attack of 00 
and 60 for a wide range of inlet -velocit ratiO . 
I t appears that the sharp- eoge l ips of such inlets will operate 
without ser ious pressure peaks only over a narrow range of inlet-
velocity ratio. Flow separation from such cowling lips occurs out-
side of this range, on" the external surface at lOvTer inlet-velocity 
ratios and on the internal surface at higher inlet-velocity ratios . 
This separ ation is at first largely confined to' a "bubble" near t he 
leadin ~ edge which does n0t initiate large total-pressure l osses 
over a fairly wide range of' inlet-velocity ratio . 
Internal losses for both inlets tested i-ere of the same 0 der 
as those for the previous y tested NACA transonic inlet below an 
inlet-velocity ratio of 1.2 . At inlet-velocity ratios above t his 
value, the pressure recoveries were l ower t han that for the NACA 
transonic inlet . Similarly , it is indicated th8t the external drag 
for inlets A an~ B will be higher than that f or the NACA t ransonic 
inlet, especially at low values of inlet-velOCity ratio. 
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The external lip surface for such inlets can be designed for 
a desired critical Mach number (subsonic) through the use of existing 
data for t he NACA l -series Lose inlets . 
INTRODUCTION 
In reference 1 a sharp-edge supersonic nose inlet is described 
in which the conical shock from the extended conical centr al body 
is utiliZed to obtain external supersonic compression and reduced 
flow velocities in the vicinity of the inlet. It appears that such 
an inlet will afford high pressure recoveries and smooth operating 
characteristics over a wide range of supersonic flight Mach numbers 
and can be designed for a drag only slightly greater than that for 
an inlet with completely internal supersonic compression . Because 
of the great interest in the subject inl ets, the present investi-
gation has been conducted in the Langley propeller-research tunnel 
to obtain preliminary infor mation concerning the surface -pressure, 
drag, and pressure-recovery characteristics in the subsonic flight 
regime where the sharp inlet lips might caUSe serious separation 
effects. 
The two test inlets were designed in accordance with the data 
contained in reference 1. Inlet A, "'Thich was designed for flight 
Mach numbers up to 1.2, was essentially si~ilar t o the NACA transonic 
air inlet except for the conventional round-edge lips of the transonic 
inlet. (See references 2 and 3.) However, as sharp-edge ip~et s have 
been proposed frequently f or this flight regi me, tests of this con-
figuration were made t o obtain data for a preliminary comparison of 
the two types of lip shapes. 
Inlet B, which was designed for supersonic flight Mach numbers 
up to 3.0, is representative of the inlets reported in reference 1. 
Surface pressures were measured over the top parts of the nOSe 
cone, inner and outer walls of the diffuser, and external cmvling 
surface. Pressure surveys ' .... ere made in the inlets and in the dif-
fusers of both cowlings. Boundary-layer t otal-pressure surveys were 
made at the rear of the external cOYTling surfaces . 
SYMBOLS 
H total pressure, pounds per square foot 
Hav average total pressure, pounds per square foot 
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Mcr predicted critical Mach number 
p static pressure, pounds per square foot 
Po free -stream static pressure, pounds per square foot 
qo free-stream dynamic pressure, pound.s per square foot 
V i average velocity of flo,., at inlet) f eet per second 
Vo free-stream velocity, feet per second 
a angle of attack) degrees 
o boundary-layer t hickness (defined as distance from surface 
H - Po 
to point where = 0.95), inches 
qo 
MODEL AND TESTS 
Line drawings of the two inlets tested are presented as figure 1. 
It is noted. that the shapes of' the diffusers and covllings for the 
two inlets ,.,ere necessarily dissimilar due t o the differences in 
nose angle, cowling pOSition, and inlet-lip angle. The transition 
between the nose and diffuser surface of inlet A .res a bend of small 
radius as contrasted to the long smooth transition for inlet B. A 
simple radius was used in inlet A to fair between the wedge-shape 
lip section and the maximum thickness of the t est body; a portion 
of the external shape for an NACA 1-77.5-050 nose inlet (reference 4) 
was used for the corresponding transition fairing for inlet B. (See 
detail, f ig . 1.) Inlet areas were 1.106 square feet for inlet A 
and 0.695 square foot for inlet B. Inlet A used the same conical 
nose a!.l(l had approximately the same inlet area as the NACA annular 
transonic air inlet tested in r eference 2 . 
The general arrangement and over-all dimensions of the mode l 
are presented as figure 2, and photographs of the model "lith the two 
inlets installed are shown as fibures 3 through 6 . The internal -flow 
system included a 25-horsepower axial-flow fan) which was necessary 
to obtain the higher inlet-velocity ratios. Control of the flow 
quantity was obtained by varying the rotational speed of the fan 
and the position of the butterfly-type shutters. Internal~flow 
quantities were measured by means of the total- and static-pressure 
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tubes at the throat of the venturi and checked by a rake at the 
exi t . A thermocouple attached to the exit rake was used to meaSlll'e 
the temperature rise through the fan. 
Prior to the tunnel tests, the venturi in the tail of the model 
was calibrated to ' assure tho accuracy of the internal flow quantity 
measurements. It was found that accurate measurements could be 
obtained so long as the fan did no't i:ptroduce apprec:l.able rotation 
in the flow through the throat of the venturi. It was also deter-
mined that such rotation could be avoided for any desired flow 
q,uantity by simultaneous adjustment of the fan rotational speed. and 
the position of the flow-control shutters. During t he tUlmel tests, 
the existence of a uniform ·static-pressure d.istribuUon in the 
venturi throat , which was indicative of the avoidance of flow rota-
tion, was established f or each test condition by visual observations 
of a multitube manometer. 
Surface pressures were measured by means of 52 orifices installed 
at the tops of the noses, diffuser surfaces, and external covrling 
surfaces . Inlet pressure surveys ,,,ere made at the bottom and right 
side of the annulus for inlets A and B ,1 inch a no. 1/8 inch, respec-
ti vely, downstream of the inlet. Surveys were also mao.e of the 
pressures at the top and left side of the diffusers after an area 
expansion of 11.5 percent (stations 12 .4 and 11.8 f or inlets A and B, 
respectively). Inlet A had an additional rake located halfway between 
the oth E3r hTO (Hffuser rakes. A typical rake may De seen in fi gure 6. 
Pressure surveys were conducted at angles of attack of -60 , 00 , 
and 60 for ten values of inlet-velocity ratio ranging between 0.25 
and 1.65. Pressure surveys for the parts of the model diametrically 
opposite t o the :instrumentation VTere obtained by t he expedient of 
testing .at . the !.lumerically eq,ual negative angle of attack . . A tunne-l ' 
speed of 100 miles per hour, viliich corresponds to a Mach number 
of 0 .13 and a Reynolds number of about 2,000,000 based on the 
maximum covlling diameter, VIas used f or t ests at inlet -veloc i ty 
ratios up to 0 . 9 for inlet A and up t o 1. 2 for inlet E. For the 
remaining tests, the tunnel speed was reduced to about 70 mi les per 
hour in order to obtain t he higher inlet-velocity r atios with the 
available fan power . 
R~SULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Nose and inner surface of diffuser.- Slrrface-pressure distri-
butions over the nose and inner surface of the diffuser of each of 
the two inlets are presented as fi gure 7. At an angle of attack 
of 00 , flow velocities over the sw;fa ces ahead of the inlets were 
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sub stream at inlet-velocity rat los below unity. __ ys would be expected, 
the velocities on the nose of inlet B were much lower than those for 
inlet A because of the greater cone angle. Increasing the angle of 
attack increased the flow velocities at the u.pper for.lard parts "of 
the nose cones and the bottom of the inlets (as indicated "by the " 
data f or ~ = -60 ) and reduced the velocities at the tops of the 
inlets . At the lowest" test inlet-velocity ratios, the surface pres-
sure distributions indicate boundary-layer separation from the t op 
surfaces just in front of the inlets for ~ = 6°. 
The surface pressures at the inlets" of both configurations 
at ~ = 00 (fig. 7) were always more negative than corresponding 
estimate"d values based on the inlet-velocity ratio because the 
inlet-veloCity distribution was nonuniform due to the boundary 
layers on the noses and also be"cause of the curvature of the nose 
cone near the plane of the inlet. Maximum velocitles on the central 
bodies of both configurations occurred aft of the inlet for all t est 
conditions despite the fact that the minimum duct area occvrred at 
the inlet. This phenomenon can, for the higher inlet-velocity ratios, 
be partly attribu~ed to a small reduction in the effective area aft 
of the inlet caused by separation of the flow from the sharp-edge 
inlet lips; as will appear later, such separati on was" more pronounced 
for inlet B than for inlet A for the same inlet-veloCity ratio. The 
effect is also due to the fact that the center of the curved transi- " 
tion region behleen the cone and the inner wall of t he diffuser 
occurs aft of the inlet, particularly f or nose B. In general, 
velocity tends to be a maximum near the center of a curved transi-
tion region between two straight surfaces. 
Inlet lips.- Pressure distributions ever th~ lips of the test 
inlets for ~ = 00 (fig . 8) show that large negative pressure peaks 
occurred on the outside surfaces just behind the leading 8dges at 
the lower inlet-velocity ratios and on the inside surfaces just 
behind the leading edges at the higher ' inlet-veloCity ratiOS; hence , 
these inlets " operate w~thout high pressure peaks only in a narrow 
range of inlet-veloCity ratio. The shapes of the pressure distri-
butions indicate that separation bubbles existed at these points 
in conjunction with these pressure peaks. The separation bubble on 
the external surface of inlet B was smaller than that for inlet A 
because of the greater camber of the lip. At the t op of the inlet 
the effect of increasing the angle of attack was to broaden and 
increase the magnitude of the external pressure peaks and to decrease 
the magnitude of the internal pressure peaks; the data f or ~ = -60 
(fig . 8(c)) indicate opposite trends existed at the bottoms of the 
inlets. 
Total-pressure surveys in the boundary layer near the rear of 
the cowlings are presented in figure 9. A plot of the boundary-layer 
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thi ckness es corresponding to t hese data against inlet-velocity 
ratio ( fig . 10) shOYTS that at ct ,::: 00 severe separation f rom the 
lips of either cowling did not occur above inlet~velocity ratios of 
about 1 .0 . , Below this i nl et -velocity rat~o inlet B showed ' only a 
slight thickening of the boundary layer whereas inlet A showed 
rapidly increasing boundary - layer thickness~ A comparison of the 
data in figure 9(a) with compar able data in figure 16 of ' reference 3 
als o indicat es that for inlet A the boundary layer on the external 
Up surface is much thicker and therefore the external drag ",auld' 
probably be higher than that for the NACA trans onic inlet of refer-
ences 2 and 3 for most of the useful range of inlet-velocity ratio . 
I t is noted that at the higher test values of inlet-velocity 
rat iO , the pressure ,dist ribution OVer the external part of the lip 
of inlet B ( fig . 8) was fairly fla t ~s is characteristic of the 
pressure di s t ributions f or t,e NAcA I-series nose inlets of refer-
Vi 
and. - :; 0 .9, 
Va 
ence 4 . the critical Mach number f or At 
this surface predi cted according to reference 5 was 0 ·74, a value 
of the same order as that estimated for the NACA 1-77 .5-050 nose 
inlet which ",as used as the basic transiti on shape . This result 
indicates that the transition fairing aft of t he wedge-shape 11y 
section can be designed f or any a,esired critical Mach number ' up to 
about 0 . 9 by use of tho existing dat? for the 'NACA I- series nOG e ' 
inlets. 
The negative pressure peaks on the internal lip surface of 
inlet B in general "lere somewhat hig)1er and broader than those for 
inlet A for equal inlet velocity r atios. (See fig '. 8.) This result 
indicates that, as previou.s ly deo.uced" the s i ze of the separation 
bubble on the inside of t he lip of such inlets tends to' increase 8S 
the camber of t he l ip is increased . : However, the flow returned to 
the su~face quickly in both cases . ' Subsequent results show that 
the internal separat10n 10s:ges were not oxcessive f or either inlet 
Vi 
up to -- = 1 .2, but were larger for inlet B than for inlet A at 
Vo 
the higher values of inlet-velocity ratio. 
Minimum eurface pressures and critical Mach numbers . - The mlnlmum 
surface pressures measured. at the top of the moc).el for angles of attack 
of -60 , 00 , and 6° are given in fi gure llj correspond,ing critical Mach 
numbers predicted according to refer-ence 5 are summarized in figure 12. 
The data for u = -60 may be regar ded as being applicable to the 
bottom section of the inlets for ct = 6°. 
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The most important item to be noted i n figures 11 and 12 is 
that for angles of attack of both 0 0 and 60 the velocities on the 
nose of inlet B remained Bubstream up to an inlet-velocity ratio of 
the order of 1.1 and were lower than the velocities on the diffuser 
surfaces Just inside the inlet for the higher test values of Vi/Va· 
Accordingly, for subsonic flight speeds it would be expected that 
the inlet ivould choke before any l ocal supersonic speed appeared. on 
the cone. The data for inlet A indicate approximately this same 
conclusion, although the margin of safety is consid.erably less than 
for inlet B. 
Meana f or increasing the critical speed of the external lip 
surfaces were not investigated in the present tes·bs . However J as 
previously noted, it appe8.rs that this might be accomplished. by 
using a higher-critical-speed NACA l- f1eries Lose "' i;"!.let shape 
(refer ence 4) in the transition fairing between the sharp inlet 
lip and the maximum thickness secUon of the ;fuselage. 
Pressure surveys in inl ets . - Pressure surveys at t he inlets of 
the two test configurations are presented in figure 13 . At an angle 
of attack of 0°, the boundary layer on the conical nose of i nlet A 
appeared to be separated at the 101-1est inlet -velocity ratio and 
was much thicker than that for inlet B f or all test inlet-velocity 
ratios. The effect of increasing angle of atta ck was to increase 
the inlet-velocity ra~io at which separation occurred at the top of 
the inlet and to produce the opposite effect at t he bottom. Inlet- · 
velocity ratios of about 0 .9 and. 0 .7 were required at an angle of 
a ttack of 60 to avoid separation at the tops of inlets A and B) 
respectively . The pressure distribut ons at the sides of t he i nlets 
were essentially the same for angles of a ttack of 0 0 and 60 • 
Pressure surveys in diffusers .- Pressure surveys in the dif-
fusers of the two test configurations after an area expansion of 
11.5 percent are shown in figuro ll~. At the lower inlet-velocity 
ratiOS, the boundary layers on the inner surface of the diffuser 
were very thick and composed the major part of the total l os!:jes . 
However, at Inlet -Yelocity ratios above unity, which may be important 
for the subsonic flight regime, the separation losses from the inner· 
part of t he · inlet lip became more important than the boundary-layer 
losses at the inner surfa ce of the diffuser. 
The averages, obta ined by integration} of the t otal-pressure 
recoveries in the diffusers of the two test configm~ations are pre-
sented in figllre 15 ae functions of the inlet-veloCity raUo for 
angles of attack of 0 0 and 60 . The pressure recoveries for inlet B 
were over 90 percent of qo below an inlet-velocity ratio of about 
unity and were slightly higher than those for inlet A because of the 
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smaller boundary layer at the inlet . Above , an i nlet-velocity ratio 
of about unity tbe Pressure recovery f or inlet B was less than that' 
for i nlet A because of the more s evere separation from the lip of 
inlet B . 
A cQmparison of the data conta j,ned in f i gure 15 with corre:-
sponding pressure recoveries for the NACA transonic air i nlet (after 
17 percent area expansi on , r eference 3) shows t hat the pressure 
r ecoveries f or the b lO inl ets were of t he same order below an inlet -
velocity r a t i o of about 1 .2 . Above this inlet -ve l ocity ratio much 
higher pr essure r ecover j_es were obtained with the NACA transonlc air 
inlet due to the avoidance of separation from the i nr,er surface of 
its inlet lip . The NACA transoni c inlet ' would, be expected to exhibit 
a much higher pressure recovery in the climb conditlon. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A ~rind - tunnel lnvestigation has been made to deterttlinethe low-
speed characteristics of two sharp-edge sup,ersonlc a11' inlet s designed 
f or essentially external supersonic compression in accordance with 
the investigation of NACA R'M No . L6J3l. Inlet A, which was designed , 
for flight 'Mach numbers up to 1 .2, was a configura t ion s imilar to 
the NACA transonic inlet investigated in the tests of NACA RM No . L6J04 
and NACA RM No . L7A06 and. therefore provides a comparison between a 
sharp-edge and' a conventional ( subsonic) cowling . Inlet B, which wa s 
designed for supersonic flight Mach n'umbers 'Ll:P to about 3.0, was repre-
sentative of the inlet used in the tests of NACA RM No. L6J31. The 
results of the investigation are summarized, a s fol :)..oiolS: 
1 . Sharp-edge cowlings of this t ype will operate v~thout high 
pressure peaks ' onl y in a narrow range of inlet -ve l ocity ratio. Sharp 
press ure peaks With steep adverse gradj.ents appear outside of this 
range on the external surface at l ower inlet -velocity ratios and on 
the internal surface at higher inlet-velocity ratios . 
. 2 . The separ ation caused 'by the severe pressure peaks on such 
sharp -edge cm,ling lips is at first lar gely confined to a "bubble " 
near the, leading edge; ho,wever , total-pr essure l osses due to the 
separation are reasonably low for a fa:!.rly wide range of inlet-
velocity ratio . 
3. Internal losses f or both inlets tested were of the same 
order as t hose mea sured f or the NACA transonic inlet of NACA RM 
No . L7A06 below an inlet-velocity ratio of 1.2. At inlet -veloci t y 
ratios above this value t he NACA transonic inlet, wit h its rounded 
lip, evinces a higher pressure r ecovery . Similarly, it is indi cated 
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that the external drag for inlets A and B will be higher than that 
for the NACA transonic inlet, especially at low values of Vi/Vo ' 
9 
4. For subsonic flight speeds, inlet B vTould be expected to 
choke before any local supersonic speed appeared on the nose cone. 
The data for inlet A indicate approximately this same conclusion, 
although the margin of safety is conSiderably less than for inlet B. 
5. The desirable flat pressure distribution over the external 
cowling surface may be obtained by using the NACA 1-series nos e 
inlet as a transition fairing between the sharp leading edge and 
the maximum cowling diameter. It is possible by use of this method 
to design sharp-edge inlets ,.,hich will have critical Mach numbers 
up to about 0.9 in the subsonic f1ightregime. 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va . 
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Figure 3. - General view of model mounted in propeller-research tunnel; Inlet A. 
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